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Project Description:

Our project involved teachers from three different high schools collaborating on the use of digital reader and writer notebooks

as a means of assessing students’ progress in reading and writing formatively throughout the year. The team focused on

establishing learning targets in reading and writing for their students using the QEP, the Progression of Learning and their own

school’s identified essential learnings. The team then explored the use of  digital notebooks to assess individual student

progress and provide feedback and enrichment or intervention when needed in a more targeted and meaningful way. These

notebooks incorporated a structure that encouraged voice and choice for students and created opportunities to scaffold

deeper levels of thinking and engagement. The idea of a workshop model (mini lessons combined with opportunities for

students to show their learning in short tasks) was tested throughout the year. The team felt that tracking progress using a

digital notebook would streamline an efficient and effective way of collecting evidence of student learning and then acting on

that data to increase student success, this proved mainly true. The journal template incorporated ways to share learning

targets with students, what success looks like and opportunities for self reflection and self assessment on the learning targets.

In our first meeting together the team discussed the reader writer workshop model of instruction and digital notebooks. We

thought about how the workshop model and a digital notebook could provide opportunities for quick practice and check-ins on

clearly defined learning targets as well as an element of choice for students, increasing their engagement. We researched the

workshop model of instruction and digital journals, what type of mini-lessons we might develop as examples, how often the

journals should be worked with in class and what instructional and practice time might look like.  Overall, we consistently came

back to three key questions

● How can we make digital journals a practical formative assessment tool for teachers

● How can we meet students' needs and clearly identify what they will be learning

● How can we fit this type of instruction and assessment into what we are already doing in our classroom- not reinventing

what has been done in the past but readjusting to a new perspective.

With these three questions in mind we used our research to narrow in on three core concepts surrounding the workshop

model of instruction and the use of journals:  the structure is effective when a) explicit instruction is given around the targets,

including mentor texts and modeling, b) students are given time to practice the skills targeted, and c) the integration of choice.



We then used our time to create a list of core reading and writing learning targets that would be tracked and assessed

formatively with the digital journals. We used Adrienne Gear’s “Powerful Writing Structures”, The Writing Continuums

produced by the Inclusive Schools Network, and the Single Point Response rubrics developed by the team in a previous PDIG

as inspiration. These learning targets would be  maintained for the journals throughout the year, teachers and students would

consistently return to these targets many times over.



Our next step was to develop a way of communicating to students what success looks like. We decided this would be shown in

both the I can statements as well as a continuum for both teachers and students to use. This tool could be used by students to

self reflect, set goals and track their own progress. These continuums are adaptations of the Inclusive Schools Network Writing

Continuum, Literacy Today’s Reader Response Learning Continuum, the Secondary 5 Reader Response Rubric, and Single Point

Reader Response Rubrics developed in a previous PDIG.



Once learning targets and success criteria were established the team finalized templates for the Reading and Writing Digital

Journals that they then tested with students.  We also discussed the practicalities of using these journals with students,  how to

transfer the journals to students, the best ways to support and facilitate organization for students, how to add and duplicate

slides, pre-made prompts, etc. We built several prompts that will serve as models and templates for teachers when adapting

the journals for use in their own classrooms. All mini-lessons and activities developed over the course of the project always

referenced one or more of our learning targets. They are designed within our digital journal template and show a clear way of

communicating learning targets, instructions,  and models to students while also building in opportunities for students to

reflect on their own learning. We also used our previously decided learning targets for the journals to design a tool students

can use to track their own progress as well as an adaptation of the tracking tool for teachers to track whole class progress.

The mini lessons and trackers are included in the journal templates submitted with this report. To view the  actual journal

templates developed one may click on the links below:

★ Digital Reader Notebook

★ Digital Writer Notebook

Throughout our process we referred to student feedback and our own feedback on how frequently we used the journals,

whether we used the “continuums” ,“tracking grids” (student and teacher), how useful they were, and what changes would make

sense to finalize our documents. The process of revisiting the tools we developed was ongoing and resulted in clear and useful

resources.

In order to further examine the practicality of the resources and templates developed we used student work from two writing

prompts to create models for teachers that show what sort of writing students do in the journal and how they self reflect. We

also highlighted in the models how to give targeted feedback to students. We worked to make it obvious how the digital journal

works to provide quick and targeted feedback to students and have them make progress on learning targets. This model is also

shared with this report.

Some advantages identified when working with digital journals were that:

● They provided a place to keep tasks, large and small, in one place. One could use a digital journal for a unit, a

term, or a year and it would keep work easy to find and progress easier to track over time.

● They were motivating and engaging for students who liked the digital format.

● Short writing tasks were more accessible to students, especially for those who find longer writing tasks

daunting.

● They provided choice for students, many prompts were created with options in mind.

● They provided the opportunity to show work in different ways, because they are digital, students can add

video, sound, pictures, etc. to their slides. They could also work on paper and take a picture to add to the slide.

● Clearly defined learning targets and short tasks made feedback much easier to give in a timely and very

targeted manner.

We also wanted to address some barriers that arose:

Barrier Possible Solutions

Teacher and student
comfort level with
technology

● Tutorials for students incorporated right into the journal.

● When the templates are shared there will be teacher

instructions and tutorials available to help overcome this barrier.

● User friendly design

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kQoz9QuA9D4m0jD6FPDjRVQcE1OJPEVl1aO8kmPUPCQ/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1RU-wKi3q4ZEK_o4eQfpay9fka9q-GJJfovrb5Lw0ZSk/edit?usp=sharing


If slides are to be
prepared ahead of time it
requires a great deal of
pre-planning

● Example prompts we provided can be used and adapted.

● Templates are easy to duplicate for the creation of new prompts.

● Teachers can send one slide at a time that students can “add” to their journals.

● Teachers can write the prompt and learning targets on the Board or project them and

the students can write the targets and then do the work in the journal.

Lack of access to
technology.

● Teachers could print the template and use it as the start of a paper journal.

● Students could use their own devices to access the template (google slides works almost

everywhere)- this solution works well if a student “forgot” their device for the class.

● Students could write an entry on paper and take a picture of the work to add to the

journal by them or the teacher when they regain access to a device.

Project Goals:

The goal of this project was to increase engagement and success using digital portfolios to share defined learning targets, track

progress, and provide a structure for student self assessment. Our focus was always formative in that it was on progress and

process

A further breakdown of these goals would be:

● For teachers to familiarize themselves with the reader writer workshop model of instruction and the format of a

digital notebook

● The creation of learning targets and success criteria for both the reading and writing digital journals.

● The creation of  continuums for teachers and students to use when tracking progress.

● The creation of a digital journal template.

● The creation of self assessment tools for students.

● The sharing of feedback on the tools and tasks developed and discussion around them that influenced instructional

decisions by looking at student samples.

● The creation of digital journal prompts and example activities to use with the students.

Through the hard work of the team, these goals were met.

Project Outcomes:

The work of defining learning targets and success criteria and then designing instructional strategies and a digital tool to collect

evidence of reading and writing progress did improve teachers’ expertise related to instructional practice and assessment

literacy. Working collaboratively to create strategies and resources that motivate and engage students and encourage

formative assessment was an enriching experience. An element of the project was to establish tools to track student progress,

the team was very successful in creating and then refining these tools based on their own and student feedback. The project

resulted in several practical tools that will be shared with our ELA community at large. Delays related to the pandemic resulted

in our team being able to meet less regularly (shortage of supply teachers, limitations on meetings, etc.). Therefore, the tools

were not produced early enough in the year for teachers to use them consistently with students during the project.

Consequently, student progress was not as easy to observe and the effect of using the digital journals has not been as clearly

identified as we had hoped. However, teachers are planning to continue to use the tools and build them more consistently into

their practice so we will be able to measure their effect on student success as teachers carry on.



Reinvestment

As described above, the project resulted in several key resources which are attached to this report.

● Student friendly Learning Targets for the Reading and Writing Digital Journals (aligned with the QEP)

● Reading and Writing Digital Journal Templates

● Continuums for students and teachers to use when tracking progress.

● Tracking and self assessment/reflection tools

● Models of prompts and mini lessons for use with students

● Models of student work that demonstrate how they use the journal to produce and self reflect. These models

also contain examples of teacher feedback.

All resources will be shared by the teachers involved  within their department meetings at each of the three high schools in

the ETSB. This sharing will happen early next year and be supported by the ELA consultant.

All resources will be made available on the ETSB ELA website along with tutorials and a rationale for their use as formative

assessment. They will be promoted in the consultant newsletter as well. PD might be provided to teachers by the ELA

consultant.

The ELA consultant for the School Board will also share the resources developed with  colleagues across the province by

sharing  them at the Language Network DEEN subcommittee meetings.


